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Primary shortcomings of an informal approach to road-improvement 
decisions are that it offers (a) little factual basis for value judgments 
and (b) little guidance as to what should be the level of spending for 
roads. Priority ratings based on relative road importance and/ or 
condition promote consistency in the decision process but they do not 
erase these shortcomings. The designation of "critical deficiencies" 
offers an answer to what should be spent for roads but depends on 
rather arbitrary definitions of adequacy. Functional classification 
tempers concepts of adequacy with concepts of economy but, as it has 
been used, requires arbitrariness in selection of standards and allo
cation of funds for the various classes. 

Efforts to date in applying the concepts of engineering economy 
have tended to ignore the realities of road interdependencies. Trans
portation planners, in using the tools of traffic assignment, have 
recognized interdependencies- but their attention to economic con
sequences has provided little guidance for project timing and has 
tended to ignore that total use of the network may vary with alternatives 
for road improvement. 

This paper suggests that an optimum approach would be based on 
a network-wide assessment of economic consequences, including con
sequences on the trips induced by road improvement. Such an ap
proach ideally would converge efficiently on an economically optimum 
program of road expenditures. Although the evolution of an optimum 
set of improvements is not presently feasible, an approach is outlined 
by which alternative sets of improvements may be compared using the 
concept and tools of systems planning in a manner consistent with 
concepts in engineering economy. The procedure described makes 
use of the Bureau of Public Roads battery of traffic-assignment and 
related computer programs. An example suggests that the procedure 
is technically feasible, but falls short of the type of trial in the real 
world which would be necessary for a satisfactory evaluation. 

•TIIE most common approach to decisions concerning what improvements should be 
made on which local r oads, and when might best be descr ibed as "informal. " Efforts 
toward more formal approaches have been focused on (a) meas ures of the importance 
and/or physical condition of roads, (b) the economic consequences of road improve
ments , and (c) systems planning . 

The primary shortcoming of the informal approach is that it is likely to be lacking 
in that type of fact or estimate from road department leadership which can provide a 
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most constructive basis for value judgments by elected officials. It offers little factual 
support of a ma.nager' s recommendations to an elected boa.rd as to what should be done 
on particular roads and what should be the level of spending for roads. It tends to ac
cept the funds presently available as given. 

Priority ratings of various sorts can bring the satisfaction of consistency and can 
serve as a protective device for a road-department manager and an elected board. 
They do not, however, erase the primary shortcoming of the informal approach. The 
concept of critical deficiencies, based on measuring physical conditions of roads against 
standards of tolerability or adequacy, takes pla1ming off the defensive by offering an 
answer to what should be spent for roads. It is dependent, however, on rather arbitrary 
definitions of adequacy. Adequacy is tempered by attention to economy in the concept of 
functional classification. Despite its real contributions to efficiency, functional classi
fication requires arbitrariness in selection of sta.ndards for the various classes and al
location of funds to the various classes. 

The concepts of engineering economy have not been applied in a fully satisfying man
ner to the planning and programmil1l{ of local road improvements. A particular short
coming is that a project-by-project approach bas neglected the reality of interdependen
cies of the elements in a road network. 

The concepts and tools of systems planning, used primarily to date by transportation 
planners in urban areas, offer a convenient means for recognizing network interdepen
dencies. Attention has been given to economic consequences in addition to physical 
flows but there has been little attention to alternatives in the timing of network improve
ments. Transportation plaru1ers, in using a least-cost approach, have tended to ignore 
that the total use of a network may vary with alternatives for road improvement. 

In view of these shortcomings, this paper proposes some chru:acteristics of an opti
mum approach to planning and programming. Although several features of the optimum 
approach cannot presently be achieved, a "feasible beginning" which incorpo1·ates most 
of the characteristics is offered. This feasible beginning makes use of the tools of traf
fic assignment and is consistent with concepts in engu1eering economy. Its focus on 
users in the measurement of consequences is claimed to be valid only in situations where 
reasonably complete access now exists. 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF AN OPTIMUM APPROACH 

Taking a network-wide viewpuiul, it is 1:1uggested Lhat an optimum approach would 
have the fcllo'Ning characteristics: 

1. Provides focus on economic efficiency 
Although economic efficiency is not o totol or absolute cri terion, it is claimed thot it is o more con

structive criterion for centra l focus thon such criteria as service, rood sufficiency, safety, or preserving 
past investments. It is more constructive, first, in that by considering quontifioble gains ond costs in 
money units, it provides some guidance, even leverage, os to how much should be spen·t for rood network 
improvements. Secondly, but no less important, the economic-efficiency criterion provides a datum 
against which the important but not quonrifiobie "orher-tnon-econOtnic'' COt\.\eqUtlr1Ct!~ moy oe Wci9lt.:d, 
in short, it sharpens the "value" in volue judgments. 

2. Provides a format for weighing the economic consequences of social and political 
judgments 

The advantage of on economic-efficiency focus in providing a datum for va lue judgments was sug
!:Jt!~leJ i11 llre p1evious p.:iragraph. The paint to be added j3 thot tho oritorion or format for onolyG i ~ 
should express the quantifiab le differences between alternatives in such o manner thot disciplined at
tention to the differences not expressible in money terms is not only possible but encouraged. 

3. Considers inte1·dependencies of elements in the road network 

An optimum approach would recognize thot on improvement to rood A followed by on improvement 
to rood B may bring a combined effect cansiderobly different thon would be suggested by the addition 
of consequences of the projects considered independently. 



4. Provides a point of communication between the road department and land-use 
planners 
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The possibilities in land-use prediction and control, and in the increasing knowledge of trip gen
erating characteristics of various land uses, suggest that the involvement of planners should provide 
more realistic potterns of likely travel demand than road-by-road extrapolation of present traffic vol
umes. An optimum approach would keep distinctly separate those changes expected to occur without 
road network improvements and those changes in road use dependent upon or induced by improvements 
in the network. 

5. Is without arbitrary geometric standards in design or definition of need 

It is expected that local experience, apparent public expectation, practices on adjacent local road 
networks, and published standards may often provide a rather firm idea as to what the quality or level 
of improvements should be if these improvements are undertaken at all. An optimum approach would, 
however, place heavy emphasis on the recognition and definition of possible alternatives. If a road 
department has not defined alternatives which range from leaving roads "as is" to spot improvements to 
improvements matching highest aspirations, then these alternatives cannot be considered in any frame
work of analysis. A search for alternatives should not be viewed as an abandonment of engineering 
judgment and experience. 

6. Can consider economic consequences of deletion or addition of road network 
elements 

The changing patterns of agriculture and other uses of rural land may suggest that seasonal or com
plete abandonment should be present among alternatives considered for some roads. The present density 
of local road networks in the United States suggests that roads on entirely new locations may seldom be 
among the alternatives, but an optimum approach should be equipped to include this possibility. 

7. Can consider economic consequences of stage construction 

The alternatives for improvement of a particular road may include accomplishing the final result in 
stages. For example, the placement of a bituminous mat might be delayed for several years after place
ment of the base, with initially light traffic volumes being served by a dust palliative or bituminous 
surface treatment. An optimum approach would permit assessment of the economic consequences of such 
delays. 

8. Provides a means for assessing alternatives in functional classification 

In a mesh or grid-like network of local roads, there may well be several possible alternative patterns 
for selective collector-type improvements. An optimum approach would indicate which pattern of 
higher-quality collector roads and lower-quality access roads is likely to be economically preferable. 

9. Considers consequences to users diverted from a former route to an improved 
route as well as the new use induced by network improvements 

Characteristic 4 suggested that an optimum approach would keep a separate tally of those new trips 
that are expected to develop with (but not without) particular network improvements. Such induced 
traffic is likely to be only a portion of the increase in road use following an improvement. Another 
portion, perhaps the major portion of a typical increase, would be diverted traffic-traffic originally 
moving and which would continue to move between particular origins and destinations but which, with 
the improvement, would be persuaded to alter its route. An optimum approach would include a valid 
prediction of the most likely routes with and without a particular improvement or set of improvements, 
thereby permitting an accounting of consequences to diverted traffic. (On a heavily traveled road 
network where capacity or congestion problems exist, an optimum approach would consider also the 
consequences to traffic remaining on a link from which other traffic has been diverted; it is assumed 
in this study that congestion problems on a typical local rural road network are sufficiently slight that 
these consequences to remaining traffic may be ignored.) 

10. Recognizes the reality of budget constraints but provides a guide to the desira
bility of relaxing these constraints 

Characteristic 1 suggested that an advantage of focusing on economic efficiency was its guidance 
as to how much should be spent for road network improvements. More specifically, an optimum approach 
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.., to plonning ond progromming local rurol rood improvements would suggest on optimum pottern in the 
light of expected budget constraints and then furnish some index of the probable productivity of addi
tional funds, should it be possible to relax these expected constraints. 

11. Constrain.ts cover both construction and maintenance 

It is common proctice for capitol improvements to be considered separately frorri mointenance and 
repair. Maintenance tends to hove a first coll on avoi lob le funds, with spending for improvements con
strained by the expected remainder. Because of the interdependence of construction and maintenance 
efforts, and the frequent possibility of trade-offs, it appears that on optimum approach should constrain 
them jointly. It is possible, for example, that some planned neglect of o few selected roods might re
lease funds for the earlier improvement of another . This improvement, in turn, could bring o subsequent 
reduction in maintenance demand tor funds on that particular link . 

12. Indicates optilr.~m timin"" of vario11s net\!!O!'k impr.o i:>ments 

As well as suggesting what improvements should be mode on which roods, on optimum approach 
would indicate the optimum timing for each improvement. The desirable output wou!d be o designation 
by specific year and not mere ly o rank ordering. This comment concerning specific year refers only to 
projects optimally introduced within, soy, the first five years. For projects likely to be inserted in the 
network later, placement in perhaps five-year groupings might be all that is justified since it is assumed 
that analysis would be repeated at intervals so that sharpened estimates of future demand and conse
quences may be considered. 

13. Converges efficiently on an economically optimum set 

From among the several a lternatives for each link in o rood network-actually many alternatives 
considering alternatives in timing-on optimum approach would converge on that set of improvements, 
over the network and aver time, which would maximize economic efficiency within the constraints 
imposed. Such a set would not be o final recommendation to decision makers but, rather, o basis for 
assessing the economic cost of deporting from this set in the interest of consequences which hod not 
been quantified in money terms. 

A FEASIBLE BEGINNING 

Several among the characteristics claimed for an optimum approach in road im
provement planning and programming may appear idealistic. It is true that a scarcity 
of dat ould pres nt problems ln applying an approach which would meet these charac
te •'13tJcs, hut :=;11r.h proble1rn::; are not insurmountable. The primary problem is not a 
lack of input data but, rather, the lack of ready mathematical programming tools which 
would permit efficient convergence on an economically optimum pattern of road 
investment . 

Advances in mathematical programming, or perhaps even intensive attention by per
sons equipped at the p1·ese11t level of knowledge, may lead to means for handling this 
problem of optimization. It is suggested that, in the interim, some beginning can be 
made in meeting most of the suggested characteristics of an optimum approach . 

Such" fe s 'ble beginning is based on !I cle iher::itP. r.om!_1:irii=mn of sets of possible 
changes to the road network rather than on the evolution of an economically optimum 
set from among many alternatives on vartous links of the network. The approach is 
as follows: 

1. Select a planning horizon 

I he ano lysis period consists of the time span between the present and some planning hurizon in ilu:: 
future. This planning horizon is generally as for ahead as one con see with acceptable assurance that 
estimates of transportation demand ore reasonable end that the network being considered will not be
come functionally obsolete. 

2. Subdivide the area into zones 

An accounting of the consequences, to users, of changes in the rood network is made on a trip basis 
rather than on a basis of rood-by-rood traffic volumes. Consequences ore summed over all zone-to
zone movements. Although zones need not necessarily be unitorm in size and shape, o grid-type zoning 
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5boundary or 
~ area of concern 

may be useful. A grid offers advantages in the pqssi
ble aggregation of zones for planning on a larger, 
perhaps regional basis, as well as in a ready disag
gregation for considering road improvement alterna
tives of more local interest. There is no firm answer 
as to desirable grid size. Zones should be small 
enough that intrazonal movements are of minor signi
ficance in the road network being analyzed. To use 
zones so small as an acre or two, however, wou Id 
quickly tax the limited storage capacity of the com
puter and probably increase the cost of analysis more 
than the increased usefulness of results could justify. 
Where aggregation of zones in more than one county 
is a possibility, it should be advantageous to re late 
the grid to some standard coordinate system. 

7 1 4.1 I 
I I 

I I 
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3. Define or estimate the present trip desire lines 

f 

2 

3 

Conventional origin-denstination survey techniques offer one 
method of establishing the approximate number of trips per unit 
of time between zones in the area of analysis. Less costly tech
niques may include, for a relatively small area, a property-by
property rundown by local pl'lrsons well acquainted with individ
ual travel patterns related to work or business, school, recreation, 
pickups and delivery, etc. For larger ar~as, and as the state of 
the art advances, it may be possible to develop synthetic pat
terns of trip desire based on land use. 

4 . Assign present trips to the existing road network 

7 ' 41 
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I 
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I 
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z 
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Trips are assigned to most likely paths through the road 
network. Assignment is perhaps most often made on the as
sumption that trip makers use the minimum-time paths. More 
sophisticated approximations have included some combina
tion of time and distance in simulating the factors that un
derlie the choice of route. 

5. Assess accuracy of trip assignment 

Some check on the validity of an initial trip assignment may be made by comparing actual traffic 
counts on links in the road network with link volumes developed in the assignment of trips to paths 
through the road network. 
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6. Estimate future zone-to-zone trip desire independent of any improvements in 
the road network 

This estimate of year-by-year increases or decreases of trips between allpairsofzonesisspecifically 
concerned with changes which are expected to develop without any alterations to the "as is" condition 
of the road network. 

7. Load the "as is" network with the estimated future trips in order to estimate 
the changing traffic volumes on network links 

··as is" 1981 

This pattern of predicted changes in traffic volumes should be 
a helpful guide for estimating the road maintenance costs if the 
"as is" level of service is continued. It also indicates where 
capacity problems may develop, and aids in defining alternative 
patterns of road network improvement. 

8. Define the alternative sets of road network improvements 

() 1968 

A B 

Alternative sets of network 
improvements, defined over the 
individual network elements and 
also over time, wi 11 reflect the 
possible alternatives in structuring 
a collector- access pattern (this 
refers to the application of the 
concepts of functional classifica
tion). The time dimension, as 
well as the level or quality of 
improvement represented in alter
nate sets, reflects area listi c atten-
tion to probable budget constraints, 

9. Compute the interzonal unit travel times and vehicle operating costs for the 
"as is" network 

I 
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I 
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I 
- 1--

I 
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Having previously (in step 4) defined the minimum time 
paths between all pairs of zones, the interzonal travel time 
and vehicle operating cost are summed from the links constituting 
each of the minimum time paths. 
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10. Compute the interzonal unit travel times and vehicle operating costs for each 
yearly stage in the development of each alternative set of network changes 

I 
I ----
I 
I 

'av/ 
I ;~ -.17.# /r 

I / 
I/ - - - -

/1 
/ I 

I 
I - - --
I 
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~ 

IQ67 

I 
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• 

..... 

This follows the same procedureasnotedinstep9. Minimum 
time paths maywell be changed byprogressivealterations in the 
road network. 

11. Compute the unit savings in interzonal travel time and vehicle operating cost 
for each year (for each set) of the analysis period 

"' I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

To zone 
I 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 
- , -.; 

- . 
- s 

--J\00 
0- -s -

-
-

-
Set A !967 

This computation is merely a subtraction, over al I pairs 
of zones, of the data assembled in step 10 from those 
assembled in step 9. 

12. Sum over all pairs of interzonal movements, for each year, the product of 
"without improvement" trips and unit savings in travel time and vehicle operating cost 
related to alternative sets of improvements 

To zone 
'-.,j_ d 

3 4 __ ,,. 

"" I .; I 
2. 2 
3 3 
4 trips x 4 
< 

'~ 1967 i 

To zor;e 
I 2 .3 4 ---;> 

.,/ 

savm9 s 
Set A 

1967 

I =_ 
1967 

This sum represents the 
benefits on existing trips and 
on the exogenous increase. 
It represents what makers of 
these trips, collectively, 
should be willing to pay, in 
a parti cu Jar year, for the 
improved state of the road 
network. 
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13. Develop an estimate of the trips likely to be induced each year as network im
provements in each set are progressively inserted 

c ___ l,T. 
"-estimate of 

Zone _ t'nduced tnas 
19€.7 - - I 

Zone __ to 

Q 

Estimating such trips is not an exact science. One approach is to assume that the increase in inter
zonal trips which is induced by road improvements is proportional to the percent decrease in travel 
time; that is 

Q induced = n(T original-T improved) 

Q original T original 

where n is an estimate of the inducing tendency of network improvements. 

c 

14. Compute the benefit to induced trips for each year of the analysis period 

I Zone _ to Zo1;1.:.? _ 

benefit to 
/nd.uced. 

t ;ips 

/9t;.7 

Q 

Computing the benefits on induced 
trips is not an exact science either. 
One approach is to assume (a) that 
the first induced trip is almost made 
without the improvement (and hence 
~.I.- IL !II~------.._ _____ II£ __ _._r __ ! __ _ 
II ~ VV I l lll l~l lC :J i> IU tJU Y I U I lllC 1111-

prOVement is equivalent to that of an 
existing trip), (b) that the last in
duced trip is almost not made with 
the improvement (and hence its wi 11-
ingness to pay is zero), and (c) that 
wi I lingmm to pay is evenly distrib
uted between these extremes. With 
such assumptions, the triangular 
area beneath the "demand curve" 
may be used as an approximation of 
benefit to induced trips. 
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15. Load the future traffic on the network with the alternative sets of improvements 
inserted to produce the expected future traffic volumes 

~tr1 
This loading of the revised network con guide the estimates 

of yearly road maintenance costs related to the alternative sets. 
It can also provide a warning as to where future capacity prob
lems may develop. 

Set1B :/981 

16. Develop a road-by-year table of the estimated highway department expenditures 
related to each alternative set of improvements and for continuing the "as is" level of 
service on the network 

!2oad 1966 

>< "'--' 

'I -
z -

1967 

/\/ 

-

planning 
horizon 1 

b9- - -1968 19 

"'--- The objective here is to yield an estimate, 
by year, of additional or reduced highway 
expenditures required for the alternative sets 
of improvements in comparison to continuing 
the "as is" level of service. 

17. Discount the yearly benefits and costs of each alternative set to the present and 
sum them for comparison with other alternatives 

Given a confidence that the particular discount rote used is appropriate, that a dollar value may 
unequivocably be assigned to the hours saved, that induced trips related to improvements have been 
estimated realistically, and that consequences not included in the analysis ore either negligible or off
setting, then that set of improvements which produces the maximum present value of benefits minus 
costs is preferred. It is more realistic to recognize that unquantified consequences are not usually 
negligible or offsetting and that the differences in net present values provide a means for weighing 
these consequences. 

It is yet more realistic to recognize that the other confidences that were treated as 
givens in the previous paragraph may often be rather shaky. This approach provides 
for a check of the sensitivity of the results to a range in values for the variables. If 
one variable is considerably less reliable than the others, for example the dollar value 
of savings in passenger car time, the approach permits a check of what the value as
signed to this variable must be if alternative A is to be preferred to the "as is" alterna
tive, or if the alternative B is to be preferred to alternative A. 
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It is expected that the analysis may suggest new sets or modifications of the first 
sets which should be assessed. One type of modification would consider the possible 
advantage of postponement. A related modification would consider the gain from ear
lier attention to some elements in an attractive set. In the case of the latter, the ap
proach would indicate the economic gain that should be possible if certain budget con
straints were relaxed. 

A PROCEDURE-AND AN EXAMPLE 

This section offers a procedure for implementing the "feasible beginning" approach . 
It indicates how one set of computer programs already available to highway engineers 
may be adapted, and iilustrates the p1=ocedure by means of an example. 

The Procedure 

The procedure is based on the Bureau of Public Roads battery of traffic assignment 
programs (1, 2) prepared for the IBM 7090/94 . In presenting a procedut·e based on 
these programs, it should be acknowledged that they will soon be out of date . The 
Bureau has been developing a new generation of transportation planning programs for 
use with the IBM 360. The IBM 360 equivalents of 7 of the 13 programs used in this 
procedure were to have been completed by February 1968; development of the equiva
lents of the remaining programs has not yet been firmly scheduled. The rationale for 
presenting in some detail the use of a generation of traffic assignment programs soon 
to be outdated is the expectation that its successor, despite the improvements, will have 
very similar functional components . 

The 13 phases of t he procedur e described here do not parallel exactly the items in 
the approach described in the previous section . The groupings of various operations 
into phases have been guided primarily by apparent efficiencies in computer operations. 
The network description used with this BPR battery of programs does not include a 
field for the inclusion of vehicle operating costs on network links. These costs were 
coded in the distance field for the purposes of this study. 

The Example 

The example used to illustrate the procedure is admittedly oversimplified and small 
scale. The small scale was selected to permit manual spot checks on the accuracy of 
ti1e con1vutt:1· output . The fictional Simplcis lc, :in is12.nd thr ee miles s quare, is con
nected to the outside world only by its pier. Its r oad network, on a mile-squa r e grid, 
is shown in Figure 1, which also indicates the average daily traffic counts (1966) and 
the locations of existing stop signs. The "business district" is located near the inter
section of Davis, Lewis, Pier and King Roads. 

Lewis and King Roads, reconstructed in 1964 and 1965, respectively, have a road
bed (shoulder break to shoulder break) width of 26 ft; a double bituminous surface treat
ment 18 ft wide is bordered by 4-ft shoulders. AU other roads have a roadbed width of 
i6 ft and a surface oi ioose gravel. 

The local board is pleased with the type of improvement made on King and Lewis 
Roads. It decides tentatively that the island can undertake the reconstruction of up to 
four more of its roads in the years 1967 through 1970. Stemming from conversation 
with the island engineer about the concepts of functional classification, two notions as 
to a possible collector structure emerge. Some board members tend to prefer a ,,ring 
plan" - the r econstruction of Adams, Br own, Evans and Fuller Roads - so that these, 
togethe r with King and Lew s Roads, form a " r ever se C" patter n of collectors. other 
board members, concerned about probable heavy future traffic on Davis Road, suggest 
a "cross plan." This latter plan would call for the reconstruction of Davis, Ivy, Cass 
and Jones Roads, leaving the exterior roads to function as feeders. The engineer 
mentions the possibility that the cost of a fourth mile of r econstruction might be 
saved and road users served just as well by improving only Brown, Davis and Fuller 
Roads; this would provide a "reverse E" pattern of collectors. 

The isiand engineer i~ chai·gt:U with the responsibility of buildirlg u "f:icb.:.:!.l'' basis 
for the board choice from among these alternatives. 
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Figure l. Simp leisle and its road network. 
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Figure 2. Zoning of Simpleisle and designation of road network links and nodes. 
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TABLE 1 

PATTERN OF WEEKLY INTERZONAL TRIPS BY CARS AND TRUCKS IN 1966 

to zone 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 e 

1 zx 
56 ~ 14 x 14 >< 21 Y1 Y, Y1 ~ 14 Yi 

2 2~ 
70 

l~ 
56 
I~ 

63 
l~ 

56 
1% 

49 ~ 14 ~ 14 
iy, 

28 % 105 

3 ~ 14 
1% 

49 ~ ZS Y. 14 ~7 y6 }-/4 ~ 18 ~l 
4 ~ ?! 

1~ 
113 Y. 14 ~ 14 ~ 14 /3 /4 ~7 Y1 

5 5Y 
/ 14 

lY. 
45 ~9 Y. 14 ~ 14 x 14 Y2 ~ 8 ~ 35 

6 ly 
/ 6 

112/. 
/ 42 

3Y, 
/ 16 

lY, 
/ 14 

4Y, 
/ 14 

2~ 
. 5 ~ . l ~7 ~l 

7 Y1 % 21 ~ ,l l y3 :Y1 /4 Y2 ~l Y1 

8 
Y1 ~ 23 Y1 ~1 Y5 Y1 }-/1 ~2 Y1 

9 ~7 l~ 51 Y. 19 y 3 y9 ~9 ~6 Y 1 Y1 
0 2/ 

,,. 1 Xo 105 ~ . l ~ / 1 ~ 35 Y1 Y 1 Y1 Y1 

Phase I - Preliminaries 

Before the computer phases are undertaken it is necessary to (a) select a planning 
horizon, (b) subdivide the area into zones, (c) define the present pattern of interzonal 
trip desire for the types of vehicles to be included in the analysis, and (d) define rele
vant characteristics of the existing road network. 

The planning horizon in the Simpleisle example is 15 years. The convenlenL a&&Urnj}

tion that the population is clustered near intersections and corners of the road network, 
together with the convenient dimensions of Simpleisle, make it possible to divide the 
area. into the nine one-mile-square zones shown in Figure 2. The estimate of weekly 
trips between all pairs of zones in 1966 is shown in Table 1; for each interzonal move
ment, the top figure represents weekly movements by car (including pickup trucks) and 
the bottom figure the trlps by heavier trucks or buses. 

Figure 2 illustrates the conversion of the Simpleisle network and the zone centroids 
into a framework of links and nodes. An explanation 1s in order 1or what may 1:H~em lo 
be a surplus of nodes. The additional nodes at intersections and corners were inserted 
so that costs related to stopping and turning movements could be attached. The nodes 
at intermediate locations along legs in the network are essentially dummy nodes, in
serted to minimize scaling errors by the computer which were otherwise unavoidable 
in the use of the BPR battery of programs fo1· the IBM 7090/94. 

Travel times and vehicle ope1·atmg costs fo1· passenger cai·i; aud Iu1' a 12-k.ip truck 
were assigned for each link. It is assumed that all heavier vel'iicles are the 12-kip 
truck for whicl1 data are available (~). 

Phase HA-Build Present Trip Tables 

This portion of Phase Il converts interzonal trip data to binary trip tables on tape 
and, if desired, produces printouts of the trip tables for checking and reference. The 
Uasic elen1ents of the progrn.m Gcquence are as fcll!Y'HS: 



PR133-Build binary trip table(s) for base year (trip tables for 
more than one class of vehicle can be built in one run 
of this program) 

PR113-Print base-year trip table(s) 

The trip-table printout, for cars, in the Simpleisle example is shown in Figure 3. 
The data correspond to the input data given in Table 1. 

Phase IIB-Build Network Description and Trees, and Sum Link Volumes 

13 

This program sequence produces a binary network description, defines the trees, 
or minimum- time paths between all zones, and loads the trip table produced in Phase 
IIA on these mini mum-time paths. The program sequence is as follows: 

PR6-Build binary network description 
PR12-Print link data (optional, but useful as a check) 
PRl-Build trees 
PR50-Format trip trace (useful for sketching and checking trees) 
PROG. 2A-Load minimum-time paths 
PROO. 4A-Sum link volumes 

Figure 4 shows, for the Simpleisle example, the trace of minimum-time paths for 
cars from zone 2 to all other zones. The minimum-time path from zone 2 to zone 6 on 
the present network is via nodes 42, 16, 15, 56, 17, 18, 57 , 19 and 46 with a total 
time of 3. 63 minutes. A sketch of the trees, similar to that developed from the com
puter output in Figure 4, can be a useful guide to judgments as to how realistically the 
minimum-time paths represent the routes commonly taken. 

Figure 5 is a map of total assigned daily traffic volumes on network links for the 
base year. In this example, assigned volumes are sufficiently (and conveniently) close 
to field counts so that adjustments need not be considered. 

Phase III-Predict Future Demand for Interzonal Movement 

Given reliable data on present interzonal movement of vehicles, the planning and 
programming of road improvements requires some prediction of future demand. The 
objective of this phase is to translate expected future growth or decline in the various 
zones, independent of any road network improvements, into expected interzonal move
ments at the planning horizon. 

The best estimates of future land use in the various zones of Simpleisle are given 
in Table 2. These estimates and related estimates of expansion (or decline) in general 
activity are translated into growth factors for trips by cars and trucks. These growth 
factors are estimates of the ratios of trips to and from each zone at the planning hori
zon to the trips now existing, assuming the present level of road service is continued. 

PRINT BASE VE Ai< WEEKLY TRIP TAllLE-CARS SIMPLEISLE JWS 

TRll'S FROM lONE 1 TO ALL ZONES 
LONE 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

00 245 49 35 56 21 35 21 28 
10 21 

511 TRIPS FROM THIS ZONE 

TRIPS FRO" ZONE 2 TD ALL ZONES 
l ONE 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

00 252 175 161 140 154 84 84 140 
1.0 35 

1225 TRIPS FROM THIS LONE 

Figure 3. Portion of printout of base-year trip table for cars (from PRl 13). 
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i Kl:t: Nu. FOIU1AT TR IP TRACE I Hl[ES 1-BASEYR f',,ETWURK - CAKS SllllPlEISLE 

NLIOE T l,.. E NOOE TIME NUDE T lfll E l'llUOE T lf'IE NUDE Tlfrl't: Ntt;E Tll'E NCOE T lt'E 

1.47 41 1.47 12 1 .47 " .ea lJ • lJ 16 .co " .oo 
• .J O 

.{.;l) 

l .4 7 4 J 1. 4 7 11 1. 47 Sb .80 I• • IJ lb .co " .oo 
.oo 

• 4. C. O •• 4 .oo 21 "i. 0 0 51 J.17 52 2.33 ll 1. ~o 12 1.47 

" ·"o " • ll lb .oo 42 .oo 2 .oo 

5 2. l 1 4' l. Z1 54 1.20 14 .t j lb .co 42 .co .oo 

b 3.6) 4b 3.6 ) l q 3 .63 57 2 .57 18 l. 50 l 7 1.1i1 56 • 80 
!.~ - U •• .cc 42 .oo z .cc 

1 6.lO 47 b.2 0 20 6 - 20 5q 5.10 28 .i. .. oo .. 4.oo 27 ".oo 
51 J. l 7 ,, z. 33 ll 1. sa 12 l .47 53 . 80 l' .t 3 lb .oo 

" "" 

8 .ti . 't O 4" 4 .4C 32 ".40 bO 3.B 25 2.21 23 2.21 45 2.21 
54 t . zo 14 . 13 16 .Oil 42 .oo 2 .oo 

q 5.H J 40 '> .03 35 ~.1!3 o; ... 73 2 1 ).Cl 11 b !.t) !<J J - ~~ 
57 2. 57 ,. l : sc 17 1.47 56 .80 15 • ll 16 .co 42 .oo 

2 .oo 

10 1.u1 42 .oc .oo 

Figure 4. Format of trip trace showing minimum-time paths (for cars) from zone 2 to all other zones on 
basic network (from PR50 ). 

Figure 5, Map of assigned two-way volumes for comparison with actual counts {developed from output 
of PROG. 4A). 



TABLE 2 

EXPECTED CHANGES IN LAND USE, AND GROWTH FACTORS FOR TRIPS BY CAR AND TRUCK 

Probable Expected Growth 
Estimated Growth Factors Potential Directi on Factors for 

Zone Present Use in o f General Activ i ty for Trips (15 years) 

A1>riculture. Future Use (15 vears) cars Trucks 

1 
agric11lture 

good residential 1. 6 1. 8 1. 5 
& residential 

cormnercial, 
co!llllercial & 

2 industry, good 
industry 

2.5 2.5 2.5 
agriculture 

3 agriculture fa i r residential 2 . 0 2 .5 1. 2 

4 agriculture good agriculture 1.4 1. 3 1. 5 

5 agriculture good industry & 
2.0 1. 8 2.4 

& industry agriculture 

6 agriculture excellent agriculture 1. 6 1. 4 1. 8 

7 forestry poor recreation 1. 3 1. 6 1. 2 

8 agriculture fair agriculture 0 .8 1. 0 0.7 

9 agriculture good agriculture 1.5 1. 3 1. 8 

10 external -- -- 2.5 1. 0 2 .5 

The development of a trip table for the horizon year is accomplished with the follow
ing program sequence: 

PR14-Fratar expansion from base-year trip table to horizon
year trip table 

PR113-Print horizon-year trip table 

The horizon-year trip table for the Simpleisle example is shown in Figure 6. 

Phase IV-Load Future Trips on "As Is" Network for Estimate of Future 
Tr affic Volumes 

The estimated future volumes on network links can serve as a guide to (a) estimating 
future maintenance costs for the "remain as is" alternatiVE!, and (b) defining possible 
alternative sets of improvements. The following is the sequence of computer programs 
used in Phase IV: 

198 l (H0Kll11NJ wE~KLY T~ l P TAllL[-CARS SlMPL~lSLt 

TtUPS FRO,.. ZONt TO ALL lLN[ S 
l1J"•E J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 0 6J7 81 2~ ,, 1 l 9 38 14 2L 
10 l7 

9 l 4 TR l PS fRO" THI S ZCN E 

TR l PS FROI' ZO Nt 2 TU ALL ZONES 
l (lf>j E: J 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 

00 655 678 .313 397 HS 216 12 5 263 
10 66 

::10/H rn !PS f-ROM THI S ZONE 

Figure 6. Portion of printout of horizon-year trip table for cars (from PRll3). 
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PROG. GENPUR- Interpolate between base- and horizon-year 
trip tables for intermediate-year trip table 

PROG. 2A- Load intermediate-year trip table on minimum-time 
paths 

PROO. 4A- Sum intermediate-year link volumes 
PROG . 2A-Load horizon-year trip table on minimum-time 

paths 
PROG. 4A-Sum horizon-year link volumes 

The first three programs in this sequence are not absolutely necessary . The traffic 
volumes for the base year (from Phase IIB) and for the horizon year would permit 
ready graphical interpolation, on a straight-line ua ::;is, of the volumes in intermediate 
years. These first three programs serve only as a check that mistakes have not been 
made in totaling link volumes tor the base and horizon year::; . Tiu:: e::; i.inial.ed fralfic 
volumes at the planning horizon in the Simpleisle example are shown in Figure 7. 

Phase V-Build Tables of Tnterzonal Travel Times and Vehicle Oper ating 
Cos ts for " As Is" Network 

The tables produced in this phase are used as a datum for the subsequent assess
ments of consequences, to users, related to alternative sets of network improvements. 
The sequence of computer programs in Phase V follows : 

PR130-Build binary table of inter zonal travel times 
PR113-Print table of interzonal travel times 
PR19-Builtl l>inary table of interzonal vehicle opera.ting costs 
PR113- Print table of interzonal vehicle operating costs 

Figur e 8 is an example of the printout of inter zona.l travel times and vehicle operat
ing costs for car s traveling the minimum-time paths in the existing Simpleisle network. 
Times and cos ts are shown only for trips from zones 1 and 2. 

Figure I. Estimated traffic voiumes at pianning horizon (i98i) for "as j," 111:>iwo1k. 
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PK(~ f !"l IU<l ~'IAL r ~ AVELT!~tS-HASIC-CARS >!MPLtl>Lc 

llHS FKIJ~ ZUNE TU ALL ZONES 
LU·'< E 0 2 6 7 

::. o 14'3 2 67 250 357 483 470 5 70 7C3 
l G ?SC 

T!~tS FRCI' LONE Tll ALL ZGNF~ 
L 111-1 E 0 2 3 4 6 7 6 ~5.83mln. 

Ov \ ftJ 14 , 400 zn 363 6ZC 440 3 
IC ([7 

PKINf INTl"ZLNAL VFHUP ERCG S TS-EASIC-CARS Sl~PLElSLE 

COSTS 
~ FRO~ ZONE TO ALL ZU1~E S 

LUNE 2 3 4 6 7 9 

00 4~ 74 96 9 6 130 150 149 184 
l G (,~ 

CO.ST'S 
~ FKU~ Zll NE l TIJ ALL ZONES 

9 ~172 LONE 2 4 ~ 6 7 B 

00 ' J ' ) /;l 17 0 6 J l ta 2 24 113 Ef lG 1!2 

Figure 8. Examples of printout of interzonaltravel times and vehicle operating costs for cars on "as is" 
network (from PR113). 

Phase VI-Develop Alternative Sets of Possible Network Changes 

The timing of this phase is not critical except that the firming of alternatives should 
follow a study of the estimated future volumes on network links as developed in Phase 
IV. In r eality, preliminary ideas s urely would have developed even before Phase I. 

Wher e the present networ k is basically a grid-like pattern with a general evenness 
in road quality, it s hould be especially desirable for the alternative sets to represent 
the var ious possibilities for collector-type improvements. Once the general structure 
of a particula r al ter native set is decided, the timing of link improvements is selected; 
this is a firm selection in the definition of a particular set, but may well be varied 
later in modifications of that set. In addition to sets varying as to the pattern of im
provements over the network, an analysis should include sets varying as to the quality 
or level of service provided. Sets reflecting variation in both distribution and quality 
of improvements could be considered concurrently. Where a range in possible patterns 
of collectors exists, however, it may be advantageous to focus first on this decision, 
perhaps using some aver age level of improvement in the analysis. Subsequent sets, 
then, could assess the consequences of alternative levels of improvement . 

Figure 9 sketches the three basic sets of road improvements compared in the Sim
pleisle example. Each set represents an alternative plan for developing a pattern of 
improved collectors. The level of improvement for each element in each set is as
sumed to be the same as that already provided in the reconstruction of Lewis and King 

Figure 9, Alternative sets of improvements to road network. 
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>,l ·) UE Tll"-E: .'IJf11lE Tl HE NOOE T l~C ~JDE I IME NUDE TIME ~UDE TIME NOOE TI 1'1E 

l.'i7 41 1. 47 12 1.1.i1 5' .80 l) . 11 lb .oo ., .co 
.vo 

. co 

L'97 4l 1.47 11 L47 5b .80 15 • l} lb . oo 42 . oo 
.oo 

4 1 . ~J 44 2 .6J 21 l.R) 51 l.'9 0 52 1.97 ll 1.53 12 1.47 
S3 . ~o 13 • 13 lb • DO 41 .oo 2 .oo 

' 2 . 2 1 4' 1.21 54 i .20 14 .13 lb .oo 42 .oo .oo 

• 1 • ..,, 4• 2. d7 l 9 2 .~7 51 2 .20 18 1. 5) 11 l .lt7 56 . 80 
l5 ·' ' 16 .oo 42 .oo 2 .oo 

1 '>. tJ J 41 ~ -03 l• 5. 0 3 59 J.cn ,. z. Hi .. 2_ . 53 Z.7 '""' >I z ... u " l .Y7 l l \.'>} 12 1.47 5) • 80 1 3 • L 3 lb . oo 

" • (: 0 , .oo 

8 4 ... (' 4A 4. 40 32 4.40 bO 3. 3) 25 2. 27 23 2. 2 7 45 2 .21 
~ 4 I .LO .. • lJ lb .OJ 42 .oo 2 .oo 

9 >;. • .; 1 4l 5.07 35 '-3.C 7 b2 J.9 r 2 1 2.87 46 2 .87 '" l .67 

" l.~o t• 1.53 11 1.47 >• .8 0 •15 .I ! lb .oc ·~ • 00 
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Figure 10. Format of trip trace showing minimum-time paths, for cars, from zone 2 to all other zones 
after improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads are completed (from PR50). 

Roads-a raised grade line with 25-ft roadbed and 18-ft double bituminous- surface 
treatme!!t. 

Phase VII-Develop Revised Interzonal Travel Times and Vehicle Operating 
Costs Related to a Yearly Increment in Development of an Alternative Set 

It should be noted that Phases VII through IX are repeated for each year that any al
teration in the road network is made. The sequence of computer programs used in 
Phase VII follows: 

PR6-Update binary network description 
PRl-Rebuild trees for revised network 
PR50- Format trip trace 
PR130-Build table of revised interzonal travel times 
PR113-Print table of revised interzonal travel times 
PR19-Build table of revised interzonal vehicle operating costs 
PR113-Pr1nt table uI l'ev i:;ed interzonal vehicle operating costo 

Set A in the Simpleisle example, at the stage when improvements to Fuller and 
Brown Roads have been completed, is used for the illustration of computer output in 
Phases VII through IX. The trace of minimum-time paths at this stage is shown in 
Figure 10. 

The "skim," by the computer, of the revised trees yields new tables of interzonal 
travel times and vehicle operating costs. A portion of the printout is shown in Figure 
11; as in Figure !l, only data for trips from zones 1 and 2 an: :;iiuwu, 



VI 1-5 PRINT l~TERZONhl TKAVTIME- SET h,PROJ FR 

lONE 

00 
10 

lONE 

00 
10 

TIMES FROM lUNE 
0 2 3 4 

143 267 130 
250 

TIMES FROM lDNE 
0 2 3 4 

147 147 283 
107 

Vll-7 PRINT INTFRZnNAL VEHDPCOSTS-SET 
cos rs 
~ FgOM ZONE 

Z UlllE 2 3 4 

00 
10 

lDNE 

00 
10 

68 

0 

22 

46 42 

cos rs 
~FROM ZONE 

2 3 4 

62 125 

TO ALL 
6 

357 407 

TD All 
6 

22 7 287 

A,PROJ FB 

l TO ALL 
6 

96 130 

2 TO ALL 
5 6 

60 118 

19 

:ARS 

ZONES 
7 8 9 

350 567 6 27 

ZONES 
7 8 e-S.07 mi11. 

503 440 7 

:ARS 

ZONES 
7 9 

96 140 184 

ZONES 
7 8 @; l.112 

179 l!J 2 

Figure 11. Examples of printout of interzonal travel times and vehicle operating costs for cars after 
improvement of Fuller and Brown Roads (from PR 113). 

Phase VIII-Compute Travel Time Benefits on Existing Trips (including 
exogenous change) and on Induced Trips for the Year in Which an 
Increment of an Alternative Set Is Inserted 

The sequence of computer programs in Phase VIII follows: 

PROO. GENPUR-Interpolate between base year and horizon year 
for year n trip table 

PR113-Print year n trip table 
PROO. GENPUR-Subtract interzonal travel times for network 

after year n change from travel time for 
"as is" network 

PR113-Print table of unit interzonal travel time savings 
PROO. GENPUR-Multiply yearn trip table by unit interzonal 

travel time savings; print sum 
PROO. GENPUR-Produce table of induced trips based on per

centage reductions in interzonal travel time 
PROO. GENPUR-Multiply table of induced trips by table of 

interzonal travel time savings by one-half; 
print sum 

For the Simpleisle example, Figure 12 shows a portion of the weekly trip table for 
cars in 1968, the year when improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads (in Set A) would 
have been completed. This trip table, developed by straight-line interpolation, con
tains trips that will develop independent of road network improvements; induced traffic 
is not included, 

Figure 13 is a printout of a portion of the table of unit savings in interzonal travel 
time for cars, with improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads complete. This table is 
the result of subtracting the travel times in Figure 11 from the "as is" travel times in 
Figure 8. 

The products of unit savings in Figure 13 and numbers of trips in Figure 12, summed 
over all interzonal movements and converted to an annual basis, yield the benefit in 
time savings to existing trips and exogenous increase in trips by cars in 19 68. It is as
sumed here that 1968 refers to a year beginning on July 1, 1968. It is assumed, for 
convenience, that construction for that year is accomplished instantaneously on July 1st 
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VI I 1- 2 PRINT llEEKLY TRIP TA8LE-l9bB-CARS 

TRIPS FROM ZONE l TO ALL W'IE S 
l JNE 0 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 

00 297 ~j 35 57 21 35 21 28 
10 21 

5b8 TR JPS FUM THIS ZONE 

T;j, IPS FKOM ZU~E 2 TCJ ALL ZO'IES 
l JNE 0 2 3 4 5 b 7 B 9 

00 3M 242 181 174 175 101 89 l5b 
1 0 39 

14b2 TRIPS Fil.JM l'HS ZUNE 

Figure 12. Portion of 1968 trip table, for cars, built by interpolating between 1966 trip table (Figure 3) 
and 1981 trip table (Figure 6) (from PR113). 

Vlll-4 INHHJ'l~L UNIT TRAVTIM E ~ AVING FOR SET AIFBI CARS 

11 Ht~ ~HUH LU~ E TO AL L l0'4ES 
lJNE 0 2 3 4 6 7 9 

00 !20 71, 120 76 

TIMES FROM lllNE TO ALL ZON ES 
lJNE J 2 3 4 b 7 8 9 .. , . 

0
o.,, mm 

00 11 7 76 117 

Figure 13. Portion of table of unit savings in interzonal travel time, for cars, resulting from improve
ments to Fuller and Brown Roads (from PR 113). 

Vlll-5 ~UlflPLY 1 ~0r T ~ IPTA~ BY UNIT TRAVTI ME S AVl ~G -AIF3l CARS 

StHllUllV ar f1~ ro l 13!i Fllll TtlfU l'll:HPIH T ~PE '5 ... 1fSdlf ar srnp 15~ 

TIME .SAVINliS IN 
lllNE: t\ T ·~IPS fO 

2 
J 
4 
~ 

0 
7 
B 
9 

10 

fjlAL 

ll TH [ >( lONES 

l ~" 'j (, b 
'iU, 416 
!l,JJ3 
~4, t! S9 

() 

1 2 .~12 
l 6, iJ6.l 

134 
!~,421 

5. 318 

!4'1,b42 
= 149~ hours 

Figure 14. Savings in travel time on e x isting use (including e xogenous change) by cars, in 1968, with 
improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads in place (from PROG. GENPUR). 

VI I 1-1 0 INTl:KlJ .'l~L INDUCED TKIPS-19b8-SET ACFBl CARS 

TR.JPS FROM ZONE 1 TD ALL lUNES 
lJl'IE I) 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 

DO lb 3 8 4 
H TR I PS HJM THIS lUNc 

HIPS FRUM ZO'IE 2 Ti) ALL lO'IES 
lJ'IE 0 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 

00 52 3b 19 21 
u~ TKIPS F~CIM THIS LUNE 

Figure 15. Portion of table of weekly interzonal car trips induced, in 1968, by improvement of Fuller 
and Brown Roads (from PR 113 ). 
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'"'"' 
lLJ Nt 

< 
3 
4 
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b 
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8 
9 

10 

I .i r AL 

21 

Figure 16. Time "savings" benefit, in 1968, on car trips induced by improvement of Fuller and Brown 
Roads (from PROG. GENPUR). 

so that benefits to users begin to accrue immediately and extend over a full year. This 
result is shown in Figure 14, in which the shading is to delete those sections of this 
standard "summary of trip ends" table which are not relevant to this analysis. Although 
the total time saving of 1, 496hours is the figure which is used in subsequent analysis, 
this table permits the analyst to see how the total time saving is distributed among trips 
to or from various zones. 

Figure 15 shows a portion of the table of weekly interzonal trips, by car, that are 
induced in 1968 with improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads in place. The product of 
these induced trips and the unit "savings" resulting from these improvements (Fig. 13), 
with this result then multipled by one-half, converted to an annual basis and summed 
over all interzonal movements, is shown in Figure 16. This 170 hours is an approxi
mation of the time "savings" benefit, in 1968, on car trips which would not have devel
oped without improvement of Fuller and Brown Roads. 

Phase IX-Compute Vehicle-Operating-Cost Benefits on Existing Trips 
(including exogenous change) and on Induced Trips for the Year in 
Which an Increment of an Alternative Set Is Inserted 

Phase IX is generally parallel to the sequence of operations in Phase VIII. A primary 
difference is that trip tables produced in Phase Vill are used as input here. The sequence 
of computer programs used in this phase follows: 

lllNE 

00 

IUNE 

00 

PROG. GENPUR-Subtract interzonal vehicle operating costs for 
network after year n change from vehicle 
operating costs for "as is" network 

PR113-Print table of unit savings in interzonal vehicle operating 
cost 

IX-2 INHRzo·J~ L U'IT VHIUPCUST SAVJW. ~o~ S~T 41~Bl CAR; 

I I ME> fi{Jf'. lll'( Tu ALL rn'E S 
2 3 7 B 9 

54 54 9 

TI ME S FRIW· LONE 7. TU ALL lO'tS 1_045 
:> l ~ 5 6 7~ 

t,i; G -- --
Figure 17. Portion of table of unit savings in interzonal vehicle operating cost for cars resulting from 

improvements to Fu lier and Brown Roads (from PR 113 ). 
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l~-5 "IETWllRK VEHUPCOST SllVING-TOTl\L WEEKLY Sf:T AIFRI 
cosr SAVINfiS I 

lUNE A TRIPS TU 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

lO 

Ti.JTAL 

t1THER LUNE~ 

39b9 
12690 

3500 
11708 

0 

908 
7531 

231 
1248 
!'>30 

1968 CAKS 

Figure 18. Savings in vehicle operating cost on existing use (including exogenous change) by cars, in 
1968, with improvements to Fuller and Brown Roads in place (from PRl 16). 

PROG .GENPUR-Multiply yearn trip table by unit s avings in 
interzonal vehicle operating cost 

PR116-Print network-wide vehicle- operating-cost savings on 
existing use and exogenous increase 

PROG.GENPUR-Multiply table of induced trips by unit savings 
in interzonal vehicle operating cost 

PR116- Print double the sum of vehicle-operating-cost benefits 
to induced trips 

For the Simpleisle example, Figure 17 shows a portion of a table of unit savings in 
interzonal vehicle operating costs for cars resulting from reconstruction of Fuller and 
Brown Roads. The output from multiplying these unit savings by the 1968 trip table 
(Fig. 12) and summing over all interzonal movements, is shown in Figure 18. The 
computer output furnishes weekly savings which are converted manually to the yearly 
savings used in subsequent analysis. 

The product of the table of weekly induced trips by cars (Fig. 15) and the table of 
unit "savings" in vehicle operating cost (Fig. 17), summed over aii zones, is shown in 
Figure 19. Conversion of the computer output to an annual figure for benefit on induced 
trips was performed manually as shown. 

IX - 8 SUM DOUBLE W~EKLY 1 V EHOPCUSTSAV 1 8ENEFITS TO INDUCED b8C - ACF81 
o.sr ':sAv1111~s· 

lONc '4TRJPS TO 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

TLITAL 

l •fHElt ZONES 

1296 
3195 

639 
3776 

0 

232 
1534 

0 
180 
270 

Figure 19. Vehicle-operating-cost "savings" benefit, in 1968, on car trips induced by improvement of 
Fu: :t:t" und nrvYvT1 Rvudi (frviii PR 116). 



TABLE 3 

USER CONSEQUENCES RELATED TO THE SET A (FBEA) IMPROVEMENTS AS COMPARED TO CONTINUING THE "AS IS" LEVEL OF SERVICE 

u c 
c 0 
OI N 
~ ·~ 

Year~ 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 ~ 
--"- .s:: 

~
jects ., F F, ~ 

Bene fi ts on Ex i sting Use and Exogenou In ti F F' B, B, -~ 
Increase in Use I B E EA . ~ 

Time savings - passenger cars 

Time savings - trucks 

Vehicle operating cost savings -
passenger cars 

Vehicle operating cost savings -
truc k s 

Benefits on Induced Use 

Time "savings" - passenger cars 

Time 11 savings 11 
- trucks 

Vehicle operating cost "savings" -
passenger cars 

Vehicle operating cost "savings" -
truc ks 

hours 

hours 

~ 
hours 

hours 

601 ~~~ 2071 2511 2596 2681 2766 2851 2937 3022 3107 3192 3277 3362 ~ 
::§1,W..~~ 

188 517 711 818 I 849 880 912 944 976 I 1007 I 1038 I 1070 I 1102 I 1134 

:;;:;'"""" _:.,, .. 

$ 142 ~~:.~r~il$2539 ,$2825 l$2931 1$30371$3143 ~3249 1$3356 j$3460 j$3564 j$3669 1$37741$3879 

$ -541$ 9471$ 911 1$ 9o6 I$ 930 IS 954 IS 978 1$1002 1$1021 1$10501$1013 1$1095 1$1119 1$1143 

53 ~i;iii 269 I 362 I 374 I 386 I 399 I 412 I 425 I 437 I 449 I 461 I 473 I 485 

16 601 92 I 109 I 113 I 117 I 121 I 125 I 130 I 134 I 138 I 143 I 148 I 153 

~ :~Ei:tw; 

$ 14 l~J?:89?J$ 339 j$ 446 j$ 461 j$ 477 j$ 493 j$ 509 j$ 525 j$ 5411$ 557 I$ 5731$ 5901$ 607 
!~3;:.: ·~: 

$ -31$ 1331$ 1351$ 1511$ 1551$ 1591$ 1631$ 1671$ 1721$ 1771$ 1821$ 1881$ 194 \$ 200 

The development of these data is 
illustrated by samples of computer 
outpu~ 
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Set A SetB Setc 

Figure 20. Estimated average daily traffic volumes (not including induced traffic) at planning horizon 
(1981) with alternative sets of improvements. 

Phase X-Assess Co11seque11ces to Users for the Years Between the 
Completion of a Set of Improvements and the End of the 
Period of Analysis 

The sequence of programs in Phase X, a composite of the sequences used in 
Phases VIII and IX, could, in a single computer run, provide data directly for each 
of the remaining years in the analysis period. However, with an assumed straight
line change in trips, it is possible to perform the Phase X sequence of programs 
for only the final year of the analysis period and then fill in the remaining years 
by interpolation. 

The samples of computer output for Phases VII through IX have demonstrated the 
development of the data in the shaded cells of Table 3. Seven additional runs of the 
sequences of computer programs in these phases were required to produce the remain
ing data for the years 1967 through 1970 given in Table 3. Once the set of network im
provements was completed in 1970, only two additional runs with the Phase X sequence, 
one for cars and another for trucks, were required to develop the data for the years 
1971 through 1980. 

Phase XI- Load Future Trips Onto the Improved Net;x1ork 

The program sequence here is similar to that in Phase IV; the Phase IV sequence 
is preceded by the use of PR6 to update the binary network description and PRl to re
build trees for the updated network. This phase does not include induced trips in the 
loading of the network and, hence, underestimates the traffic volumes to be expected. 
These volumes are probably close enough for estimating maintenance costs. Should it 
appear, however, that capacity problems are a real possibility, it would probably be 
worthwhile to include an estimate of induced traffic in this loading. 

Figure 20 imii<.:ale::; iiuw lturi:GuH-yea.i· Li·a.fflc volumes on legs i;-, the 1-oad netw-01-k 
may be expected to vary with the alternative sets of improvements. These volumes do 
not include estimates of induced trips. Horizon-year volumes with set C arc identical 
to volumes if the "as is" network is continued (Fig. 7); this is to say that set C results 
in no alteration of the minimum-time paths. Set A results in very little change in these 
paths whereas set B could be expected to result in a rather profound change in the dis
tribution of traffic volumes on lcgo of the network. 

Phase XII-Develop Estimates of Highway Costs Related to Various 
Alternatives 

Phase XII develops a road-by-year table of estimated highway costs related ·to (a) 
continuing the "as is" level of service on the network, and (b) each of the alternative 
sets of network changes being considered in the analysis. The objective is to develop 
the vear-bv-vear differences in costs related to each of the alternative sets as compared 
to the "as is" alternative. 



TABLE 4 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL lilGHWAY DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES FOR VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES, SHOWING ADDITIONAL COSTS OF 
THE SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE SETS IN COMPARISON TO CONTINUING THE "AS IS" LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Expenditure for Alternative: \ Year 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Continue "as is" level of service $ 7, 745 $ 6. 765 $ 8' 915 $ 7,655 $11,205 $ 8. 955 $8 ,095 $8 ,035 $8,865 $10,530 $ 8, 170 $8,200 

Set A (FBEA) 7. 745 21,485 23 ,435 22) 235 23 ,595 6,535 8 ,375 8 ,425 8,275 8,840 7. 790 • 7,640 

A (BFEA) 7. 745 23,435 21,425 22 ,235 23,595 6,535 8,375 8,425 8,275 8 , 840 7. 790 7,640 

B (DIJC) 6. 745 21,435 22. 750 23. 340 22. 750 6, 720 9,550 8 , 610 8 ,460 9 , 035 6 ,975 8,845 

C (BDF) 6, 745 23 ,435 21,425 22 ,225 10,035 7 '785 7 ,625 7,685 8,525 9,300 7,050 7 ,900 

C (DBF) 6,745 21,495 23,445 22 ,235 10 ,035 7. 785 7 ,625 7 ,685 8,525 9,300 7,050 7,900 

C (BFD) 7. 745 23 ,435 21,425 22 ,215 10 ,035 7. 785 7 ,625 7 ,685 8 ,5,25 9,300 7,050 7 ,900 

C (FBD) 7. 745 21,485 23 ,435 22,225 10 ,035 7. 785 7 ,625 7,685 8,525 9,300 7,050 7. 900 

~ddit!onal Costs of Alternative Sets Over 
Continuing "As Is" 

Set A (FBF.A) - "as is" 0 14. 720 14,520 14 ,580 12. 390 -2 ,420 280 390 -590 -1, 690 -380 -560 

A (BFEA) 0 16,670 12 ,510 14,580 12 ,390 -2 ,420 280 390 -590 -1,690 -380 -560 

B (DIJC) -1,000 14,670 13 ,835 15. 685 11,545 -2 ,235 1,455 575 -405 -1,495 -1,195 645 

C (BDF) -1,000 16. 6 70 12 ,510 14 , 570 -l, 170 -1,170 -470 -350 -340 -1,230 -l, 120 -300 

C (DBF) -1,000 14, 730 14 ,530 14,580 -1,170 -l, 170 -470 -350 -340 -1,230 -l, 120 -300 

C (BFD) 0 16 ,6 70 12. 510 14 ,560 -l, 170 -l, 170 -470 -350 -340 -1,230 -1,120 ' -300 

C (FBD) 0 14 , 720 14 ,520 14 ,570 -1'170 -1, 170 -470 -350 -340 -1,230 -l, 120 -300 

1978 1979 1980 

$13 ,360 $ 9,615 $10,165 

8, 710 9,065 10. 645 

8,710 9 , 065 10 ,645 

8,905 9 , 290 9,870 

11, 970 10 , 345 8,115 

11 , 970 10 ,345 8,115 

11, 970 10 ,345 8,115 

11, 970 10 ,345 8,115 

-4, 650 -550 480 

-4,650 -550 480 

-4 ,455 -325 -295 

-1 , 390 730 -2 , 050 

-1, 390 730 -2,050 

-1,390 730 -2 ,050 

-1,390 730 -2 ,050 
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c o n s equ e n c es on trip s 
es t imate d to b e ind uc e d 
by se t of ne two r k c han ge ~ 

J 
Figure 21, Determining the present value of benefits minus costs fur ur1 ulterncitive !et of network 

changes. 

Table 4 summarizes these year-by-year differences in costs for alternative sets of 
improvements in the Simpleisle example. The various alternatives for sets A and C 
reflect differences in the ordering of improvement projects in the sets. To present 
such a tabulation is not to claim that data for such estimates are readily available in 
local road departments. Rather, it is to claim that while increasingly reliable local 
data are being developed, some start in analysis may be made with derived data (4, 5) 
coupled with rough estimates developed locally. - -

Phase XIII-Develop Economic Consequences of Alternative Sets of Network 
Changes in Relation to Continuing the 11As Is" Level of Service 

Toe procedure for determining the present value of benefits minus costs fo r an al
teniative set is summari2'.ed in Figure 21. The choice of "h," the plamling horizon to 
which benefits and costs are considered, has been decided in Phase I. Assignment of 
vaiues Lu llie variables sho·-.Nn shaded in Figure 21 is necessary, of course, 'before 
computation of the net present value of a set may proceed. 

The attachment of any dollar values to savings in travel time has been postponed 
purposely unt il this final phase so that local judgment may be applied or so that sensi
tivity to thes e values may be explored. The "inducing tendency" factors for cars and 
trucks provide a convenient means for inserting local judgment as to the extent that in
creased trips are likely to result from decreases in interzonal tra vel times. Assign
ing a value of one to inducing tendency is to include these benefits as they have been 
computed in ea.riier phases; that iti, iL is tu abbUi-.tH: that the pc~~~nt incre:::.ee i~ i!'!.te~
zonal trips (over trips estimated to develop without network change) is equal to the per
cent dec1·ease ln interzonal travel time . Assigning a value of zero to inducing tendency, 
on the other hand, is to assume that demand is completely inelastic- that no more trips 
will be induced regardless of travel time decreases; stated differently, assigning a 
zero value is to omit the inclusion of any benefits to induced trips (cars, trucks, or 
lJuth) in the analysis. Values other than zero or one may, of coursP., he used_ 

The choice of that set which maximizes present value of benefits minus costs (refer
ring her e to the benefits whi ch have been ass igned a money value) may often be sensi
t ive to the discount r ate {i). Local officials may be able to establish with some confi 
dence a discount r ate which reflects opportunity foregone. It is more likely, however, 
that decision-makers will welcome an assembly of results which reflects the relative 
advantage of alternative sets over a range of discount rates. 

An "Evaluating and Graphing Benefits-Costs" computer program (written by James 
W. Spencei~, Jr., i..o al.a;uu1vli::,h both t-v-aluation and graprJ.~b, the 1:::.tter- irr ~a!!.j 1w!!!.Cti0n 
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Figure 22. Sample of computer graphing of net present value of alternatives against discount rate. 
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with a set of subroutines for general purpose plotting developed at the Cornell Comput
ing Center) was developed to accomplish the procedure shown in Figure 21 based on 
data developed in the earlier phases. 

The evaluation portion of this program computes, for sets of assumed values for 
variables other than discount rate, the net present value at a discount rate of zero per
cent and at regularly stepped increases in discount rate until the net present value in 
relation to the "remain as is" alternative becomes negative. These data are then con
verted to plots as shown in Figure 22. Such plots permit visualization of how "that set 
which maximizes present value of benefits minus costs" varies with discount rate. 
Also, they furnish for a particular discount rate and for the values assigned to the other 
variables, some quantitative guidance as to how the non-quantified differences between 
aiternatives must be vaiued if an aliernative with a lesser net present value is selected. 
Turning from "within plot" to "cross plot" analysis, the latter offers an opportunity to 
extend the sensitivity analysis to an assessment of whai: such a speculative varialile ai:i 
value of passenger-car time must be to establish preference of one alternative over 
another. 

The plots in Figure 23, show, for three alternative sets of improvements in the 
Simpleisle setting, the present value of benefits minus costs at various discount rates. 

These graphs were plotted manually from the output of the evaluation portion of the 
"Evaluating and Graphing Benefits - Costs" computer program. Only three alternatives 
are shown on these graphs to minimize clutter. Set A (BFEA) is used since this yields 
higher net present values than the (FBEA) order of improvement at all discount rates 
and for all other conditions assumed for the analysis. Similarly, set C (BDF) is pref
erable to the other orders (BFD, DBF, or FBD) which were considered for the proj
ects in this set. All of the seven alte r natives or subalternatives considered are shown 
on the graphs prepared by the computer. The computer-prepared plot in Figure 22 is 
for the same conditions as in the upper left plot in Figure 23. 

Eight combinations of conditions are included. In the upper four plots, the "inducing 
tendency = 1" indicates that for both cars and trucks, induced benefits are included as 
the "triangular area under the demand curve." In the lower four plots where "induc
ing tendency = O," any benefits to induced trips are excluded from the analysis. In the 
upper and lower plots at the far left, time savings were valued at $1. 42 per hour for 
cars and $3.01 per hour for trucks (the $3.01 value for trucks is based on data used 
for single-unit trucks with two axles and six tires , the classification closest to the 12-
kip truck assumed in the Simpleisle example) (6). Holding the value of truck time 
saved at $3.01 per hour, Lhe mui·e 11ebulous value of passeI"1ge:;:-ca.:rtime is dropped 
progressively to $1. 00, to $ 0. 50 and finally to zero. 

If factors which have not been assigned a money value are ignored, the following are 
examples of the statements which could be made from the plots of Figure 23: 

1. Set B (DIJC) would be economically preferable to continuing the "as is" level of 
service were the opportunity (discount) rate less than values ranging from 19 percent 
(for conditions in upper left plot) to 4 percent (for conditions in lower right plot). 

2. Alternative sets A (BFEA) and C (BDF), however , would be preferable tu i:iet 
B (DIJC) under any of the combinations of conditions considered. These sets offer 
higher net present values than set B (DIJC) for all discount rates in each of the plots. 

3. Set C (BDF) is preferable to set A (BFEA) if benefits to induced traffic are 
ignored. 

4. Set C (BDF) is preferable to set A (BFEA), with benefits to induced traffic con
sidered, if savingi:; 111 _µai:>i:>trng e i· car li111e are valued at something less than $1. 00 per 
hour. 

5. Set A (BFEA) would be preferable to set C (BDF) only where benefits to induced 
traffic are included and where the opportunity r ate of retur n in highway or other invest 
ments would be less than about 2 percent, if car time wer e valued at $1.00 per hour, 
or about 4 percent, if car time were valued at $1. 42 per hour. 

6. Set C (BDF) is the preferred set, for all combinations of time value and induc
ing tendency, if the opportunity rate of return in highway or other investments is 
greater than about 4 percent . 
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Plots such as those in Figure 23 can provide helpful guidance or discipline in weigh
ing social or political factors which have not been considered previously in the analysis. 
Assume, for example, that some board members considered set B (DIJC) to be ex
tremely desirable because of its service to persons now living and farming in zone 8. 
If it were agreed by the board that benefits to induced traffic should be considered, and 
that a realistic opportunity rate was about 8 percent, the discipline of knowing that to 
choose set B (DIJC) over set C (BDF) would be to forsake a probable area-wide eco
nomic gain of about $25, 000 (present value) should be helpful. With such plots at hand 
and adequately interpreted, a board choice of set B (DIJC) over set C (BDF) would indi
cate that the board valued the unquantified advantages of set B (DIJC) at or greater than 
a present sum of $25, 000 (an approximate differential of $25, 000 holds irrespective of 
the value assigned to passenger- car time) . This supports the ciaim ihat such an anal
ysis helps to attach a price to value judgments. 

The plot s in Figure 23 indicate that, for the S1mple1sle example, a rank order of net 
present values of the alternative sets is quite insensitive to discount rate. Considerably 
greater sensitivity could be expected where alternative sets did not have such similar 
patterns of expenditure. Greater sensitivity would be expected, for example, where 
alternative sets included differences in levels of improvement, some with higher first 
cost and lower maintenance and others with lower first cost and higher maintenance. 

The alternative sets for this Simpleisle example were intentionally defined to provide 
guidance in decision concerning network structure. The analysis has illustrated how 
the economic advantae;e of different orderings of projects in a set may helpfully guide 
programming decisions. However, the primary emphasis has been on indicating how 
the economic consequences of alternatives in functional classification may be assessed. 
Refinements in such an analysis could desirably extend to an evaluation of the economic 
advantage of spot as well as blanket improvements, to alternative choices in roadbed 
width and other geometry, to alternatives in type of roadbed surfacing or treatment, and 
even to stage construction. 

EVALUATION OF APPROACH AND PROCEDURE 

The application of approach and procedure in the hypothetical Simpleisle situation 
cannot itself be considered an evaluation of the method. It has, nevertheless, provided 
enough experience that some evaluative comments may be offered. On the positive side: 

1 , The approach tends to lower the wall between planning and economics. Economic 
consequences are used as a positive planning tool and not merely as a post-planning 
straitjacket. 

2. It is admitted that the consequences on existing and induced trips and in highway 
department expenditures do not constitute the total consequences of road improvement. 
They do, however, provide a datum of measurable differences between alternatives 
against which qualitative differences can be weighed. 

3. Expressing the money differences between alternatives as "present value of ben
efits minus costs" provides an especially llSefol format fo r the weie;hin~ of nn'ln;l_ntifieci 
differences. 

4 . The approach avoids any "once and for all" assumptions for dollar values on 
quantified consequences where the market offers no guide for pricing. For example, 
savings in passenger- car time are carried in hours until the final stage of analysis when 
sensitivity to a range in money values of time may be assessed. 

5. The approach applies the principles of engineering economy in a format of anal
ysis which includes network interrelationships. 

6. Although attention to budget constraints is made informally in the definition of 
alternative road-improvement programs, it is possible to include alternatives which 
might be preferable if additional funds were made available. Decisions as to whether 
or not financial constraints should be relaxed may be helpfully guided by attention to 
incremental rates of return determinable from plots of net present value of the various 
schemes against discount rate. 
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On the negative side, the following shortcomings or limitations should be noted: 

1. The approach offered here is based on a forecast of changes in land use and re
lated trips that may be expected to develop without changes in the road network; these 
trips provide the basis for computing benefits on "existing use." Changes in land use 
and related trips resulting from improvements in the road network are not considered 
directly; these induced trips are assumed to be proportional to reductions in interzonal 
travel time. The validity and usefulness of the approach might be extended considerably 
by explicit attention to {a) land-use changes that are expected to result from alternative 
patterns of road network improvement, and (b) estimates of interzonal trips related di
rectly to these changes in land use. 

2, The approach does not assure optimum timing of projects. It does, however, 
permit an analysis of the consequences of postponement or advancement of a project 
from the timing adopted in the basic alternative. 

3. This "feasible beginning" approach does not provide the efficiency of evolving an 
economically optimum year-by-year program of construction and maintenance from 
among all the possible alternatives for improving, maintaining, or even neglecting each 
element in the road network. Furthermore, the approach gives no assurance that a 
particular program is the best that can be found. 

4. Without optimization tools, some attention to improving the efficiency of the ap
proach is needed. It is likely that some "rough cuts," less complete than year-by-year 
simulations to find the consequences of alternative plans, could be useful in narrowing 
in on the more attractive alternatives. 

5. Existing origin-destination data in rural areas are scarce and gathering such 
data by conventional means is costly. It could be argued that despite the comfort of the 
engineer in working and projecting from "real data," the usefulness of the planning/ 
programming approach presented here may rest on progress in synthesizing origin
destination information from patterns in land use. 

6. The Fratar technique used in this study provides a convenient means for project
ing from an existing pattern of inter zonal movements. Although reasonably valid where 
slight changes in land use are expected, to use the Fratar expansion where profound 
changes in land use are likely is to be projecting from largely irrelevant data. 

7. The instantaneous insertion of a road improvement, and the assumption that total 
consequences to users for that year are related to the completed facility, are convenient 
simplifications. It would be more realistic and possibly justifiable to simulate conse
quences to users during the construction period. 

8. It was assumed in the Simpleisle example that consequences on induced use de
velop in the very year that a reduction in interzonal travel time is introduced. The 
reality of time lag could, if desired, be recognized quite simply by discounting conse
quences on induced use as though they developed one or more years later. 

9. The accumulation of total time savings without attention to sizes of the blocks of 
time saved assumes that a saving of 2 minutes by 30 persons is equivalent to a saving 
of 30 minutes by 2 persons. Such an equivalency is very doubtful but it is also question
able whether a refinement which would compute a size distribution of time savings could 
be justified at the present state of knowledge concerning the value of time. 

The approach and procedure are claimed to be technically feasible. The justification 
of the additional effort required in comparison to present methods remains unexplored. 
To be consistent with the efficiency concepts at the root of the approach, efforts to use 
and refine the method itself would halt where marginal gain did not promise to exceed 
marginal cost. The marginal gain in using the method at all, or in refining the proce
dure in areas of shortcoming, might be approached by comparing the economic conse
quences of decisions likely without and with this procedure and various increments of 
refinement. 
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